
C.M. SPRAY S.r.l. founded in 1988, it operates in the painting sector with the supply of systems, plants and machines for
spraying liquid and powder paints. The company, with operational headquarters in Carbonera (TV), has always worked to
offer its customers and the market effective and reliable solutions in surface coating. Thanks to the experience acquired,
CM SPRAY S.r.l. offers a consultancy, assistance and sales service that accompanies any customer in the design,
development and management of their own painting department. Furthermore, thanks to the new innovative equipment
that is continuously added to the vast range of products already distributed, customers are offered the possibility of
adapting their spraying systems to the new products developed by research. C.M. SPRAY S.r.l. addresses the market of the
future, aware of being able to give all its customers the technical answers that companies that want to progress in the
quality and cost reduction of their products and processes need. In recent years C.M. SPRAY S.r.l. has made quality and
experience its business card.
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The new and improved Merkur™ packages are designed to deliver greater performance and durability than all other pumps in their
class. With more models and configurations to choose from, you can precisely achieve the pressure and output you need for all
your finishing applications. The pneumatic motor with the most advanced technology available on the market, Air consumption is
kept low to increase efficiency, the silencer promotes low noise, access to the valve from the outside allows for easy maintenance
and in-line replacement to minimize machine downtime. Operator control panel for pneumatic controls located at operator height
simplifying setup and monitoring operations.
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IBK pumps differ from others for the quality in every small part. Absolutely no compromises are allowed in design and
production. The flexibility of piston pumps is also an advantage. You can combine almost every hydraulic section with
every motor and get the perfect solution for your production - you certainly can do this at any time. Your pump will
increase with your activity. Pure pressure, produced in Germany from high quality stainless steel with robust
construction and minimal service requirements, modular and configurable with maximum variability.
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The MX LITE kits are designed to provide users with a durable, low-cost industrial spray tool capable of applying a wide
range of industrial paint products while providing the absolute best quality spray finishes. The modular structure
means fewer details for easy and quick maintenance, all parts in contact with liquids are made of stainless steel. Fixed
spring seals, lower maintenance costs and economical management. Piston with ceramic treatment, standard pump
seals in PTFE/UHMWPE.
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The EcoPump VP is a vertical piston pneumatic pump for medium and high pressure applications. A proven design and
long life make these pumps the perfect choice for intensive applications of paints, putties, furniture adhesives, steel
structures or walls, car bodies and other objects. The EcoPump VP is suitable for Airless or Air Assisted applications
and is available in numerous variants with as many modules for air supply, pressure valves, trolleys and related
devices.
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HA pneumatic piston pumps series M2001 and T2001, pumping part completely in stainless steel, pneumatic
motor operating with minimal air entry, reduced consumption, new concept pneumatic inverter.Ideal for all types
of paints. Different models for every need, capable of feeding from 1 to 10 or more guns.
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Suitable for different types of applications in the industrial sector, the ICON® Multi Spray pumps are
recommended for both wood and metal painting. They are available with both a suction pipe and a hopper and as
an alternative to the wheeled version, the version on a wall bracket is available.
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The bellows pump is suitable for supplying systems for spraying both solvent-based and water-based industrial 
paint products. (for water-based paints a stainless steel version pump is available) It is suitable for powering both 
manual systems and automatic and semi-automatic systems. Each pump model is produced in the version for two-
component or single-component paints.
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